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Real-Time Shadows
*****This is a must read for fans of A Shade of Vampire, Twilight
and The Mortal Instruments.****** Her mission is to save the
world. His mission is to end it. So, what happens when they fall in
love? Now that Atlas is the official leader, it's her job to make sure
the team is prepared for the second quest. But infighting and secrets
are causing the team to drift apart. What’s worse, Kane commits a
cruel act that makes Atlas wonder if he’s beyond redemption. And
if being a leader means choosing duty over love, what will become
of Atlas and Kane? With the Shadow world facing it’s darkest foe
yet, are they strong enough for what lies ahead?

The Way of Shadows
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*** Promotion - returns to $4.99 on 7/28 *** "will appeal not only
to The Wheel of Time readers, but to anybody looking for a comingof-age fantasy tale with likeable characters and strong
worldbuilding." - Fantasy Faction It has been twenty years since the
end of the war. The dictatorial Augurs - once thought of almost as
gods - were overthrown and wiped out during the conflict, their
much-feared powers mysteriously failing them. Those who had
ruled under them, men and women with a lesser ability known as
the Gift, avoided the Augurs' fate only by submitting themselves to
the rebellion's Four Tenets. A representation of these laws is now
written into the flesh of any who use the Gift, forcing those so
marked into absolute obedience. As a student of the Gifted, Davian
suffers the consequences of a war fought – and lost – before he was
born. Despised by most beyond the school walls, he and those
around him are all but prisoners as they attempt to learn control of
the Gift. Worse, as Davian struggles with his lessons, he knows that
there is further to fall if he cannot pass his final tests. But when
Davian discovers he has the ability to wield the forbidden power of
the Augurs, he sets into motion a chain of events that will change
everything. To the north, an ancient enemy long thought defeated
begins to stir. And to the west, a young man whose fate is
intertwined with Davian’s wakes up in the forest, covered in blood
and with no memory of who he is…

The Shadow's Servant
The Visual World of Shadows
Poised on the brink of insanity due to her ability to read minds and
feel the emotions of others, Miranda Grey, unable to look anyone in
the eye, gets supernatural guidance from David Solomon, a vampire
who sympathizes with humans, which has ignited a war among his
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kind. Original.

Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors
Tricia Levenseller, author of Daughter of the Pirate King, is back
with an epic YA tale of ambition and love in The Shadows Between
Us “They’ve never found the body of the first and only boy who
broke my heart. And they never will.” Alessandra is tired of being
overlooked, but she has a plan to gain power: 1) Woo the Shadow
King. 2) Marry him. 3) Kill him and take his kingdom for herself.
No one knows the extent of the freshly crowned Shadow King’s
power. Some say he can command the shadows that swirl around
him to do his bidding. Others say they speak to him, whispering the
thoughts of his enemies. Regardless, Alessandra knows what she
deserves, and she’s going to do everything within her power to get
it. But Alessandra’s not the only one trying to kill the king. As
attempts on his life are made, she finds herself trying to keep him
alive long enough for him to make her his queen—all while
struggling not to lose her heart. After all, who better for a Shadow
King than a cunning, villainous queen? “Tricia Levenseller’s latest,
The Shadows Between Us, is a decadent and wickedly addictive
fantasy, full of schemes and court intrigue, and delightful
descriptions of food, which I am always a fan of.” —Kendare Blake,
#1 New York Times bestselling author of the Three Dark Crowns
series

Family Shadows
Witty servant meets the brother of Chaos and one prank gone wrong
later they're all in the kind of mess that is unravelling an entire
magical kingdom. Shade, an orphaned servant, who unknowingly
carries deeply hidden secrets. Four Elite brothers from a long
forgotten magical kingdom who rescue her, almost by accident,
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from her abusive master. Alpha and overprotective male lead, who
knows from the beginning he needs to push her away but just can't
resist. The kingdom is in the hands of a tyrant who literally controls
death itself and is on a slow, torturous, killing spree. Reverse-harem
plot from book one. Laugh out loud funny Dual or Multi POV after
book one Slow-burn, the relationship and plot development are
given real detail (full sexual content by book four) Full length novel
at 80k + for book one. 100k+ for book two, and 180k+ for book 3.

Secrets in the Shadows
Violet Archer has spent her life fighting Shadows. Now she's
married to their prince. There's just one problem for the Dark Lord
His new bride is plotting to kill him.Shadows have been attacking
Radiants for millennia. They creep through the streets at night and
take innocent lives, feeding from a Radiant's Light. Yet Violet is out
there in the dark, fighting with an elite team to eliminate the
guerrilla attacks and keep her people safe. While she's good at what
she does, it isn't enough. So when the opportunity to do something
more arises, Violet takes it. But now she finds herself at the dark
and dreary Shadow Court. And she slowly realizes that nothing is as
she thought. While her mysterious host evades her, she finds herself
unable to fight a supernatural pull she has to him. And the more
time that passes at the Dark Manor, the more they find they need
one another. After all . . . their lives depend on it. Blending the best
of both paranormal romance and urban fantasy, Shadow's Touch is
a dark and steamy adventure full of twists and turns that will leave
you wanting more!

Of Saints and Shadows
Tal tries to steal a sunstone, but during his act of thievery is thrown
off the Castle of Seven Towers by a powerful Spiritshadow Keeper.
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He falls down to the iceworld below, where he is captured by
Icecarls. To save his life, he must team up with Milla - a ShieldMaiden in training - and offer his aid to the nomads.

Shadows of the Children
For Durzo Blint, assassination is an art. And he is the city's most
accomplished artist, his talents required from alleyway to courtly
boudoir.

Luck in the Shadows
Laurell K. Hamilton's 'Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter' novels have
established her as a force to be reckoned with. Her voice is fresh,
her style sensual, her characters leap off the page and her blend of
the contemporary and the supernatural is both original and exciting.
Now, in A KISS OF SHADOWS, she introduces readers to an
unforgettable new heroine: Meredith Gentry. A Los Angeles private
investigator with a strange speciality - supernatural crime, Merry
has an even stranger secret: she's a Faerie princess in hiding, and on
the run from her own otherworldly realm. For her aunt, the
malevolent Queen of Air and Darkness, has dispatched her chief
bodyguard back to the mortal world to fetch Meredith back,
whether she likes it or not. She is to be the pawn in a plot that will
transform the future of the Seelie and Unseelie Courts. Her role: to
enjoy the constant company of the most beautiful - and immortal men in the world of the Sidhe. Her reward: the crown. The penalty
for refusal: death Rich, sensual and full of earthly pleasures,
dazzling magic and memorable characters, some as deadly as they
are beautiful, A KISS OF SHADOWS is an unbridled tour-de-force
of the imagination where folklore, myth and legend come together
with thrilling, erotically-charged adventure.
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Shadow Reaper
"A new star is rising in the fantasy firmamentteems with magic and
spine-chilling amounts of skullduggery."–Dave Duncan, author of
The Great Game When young Alec of Kerry is taken prisoner for a
crime he didn’t commit, he is certain that his life is at an end. But
one thing he never expected was his cellmate. Spy, rogue, thief, and
noble, Seregil of Rhiminee is many things–none of them
predictable. And when he offers to take on Alec as his apprentice,
things may never be the same for either of them. Soon Alec is
traveling roads he never knew existed, toward a war he never
suspected was brewing. Before long he and Seregil are embroiled in
a sinister plot that runs deeper than either can imagine, and that may
cost them far more than their lives if they fail. But fortune is as
unpredictable as Alec’s new mentor, and this time there just might
be…Luck in the Shadows. From the Paperback edition.

Kiss of the Shadow Man
Written by the #1 New York Times best-selling author of Ahsoka!
When Padmé Naberrie, "Queen Amidala" of Naboo, steps down
from her position, she is asked by the newly-elected queen to
become Naboo's representative in the Galactic Senate. Padmé is
unsure about taking on the new role, but cannot turn down the
request to serve her people. Together with her most loyal
handmaidens, Padmé must figure out how to navigate the
treacherous waters of politics and forge a new identity beyond the
queen's shadow.

Hidden Shadows
If knowledge is power, then what's a secret?A year after her
disappearance, Marcus Fith still has no hope of joining the search
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for his missing sister. "He's too important," so he isn't allowed. But
when a mysterious visitor delivers a warning to him-a letter written
in his own blood-things quickly move from bad to fiendish. Ellie's
not only missing, but she's also in serious trouble, and time is
running out. A secret plan has been in place from the beginning, and
unbeknownst to Marcus, it has just been activated.Follow Marcus as
he sets out to rescue his sister, only to find that she may not be the
same free-spirited girl he once knew. Marcus must navigate the
magical world as it falls apart around him, all the while trying hard
not to play the role orchestrated for him-the part he unknowingly
can't escape.

From Behind The Shadows
An utterly captivating novel about female strength. Set during
Mussolini's 1935 invasion of Ethiopia, The Shadow King casts a
light on the women soldiers written out of African history

In the Shadow of the Swastika
~An epic dark fantasy, the Shadow Series is an adult paranormal
romance adventure. Follow the continuation of Violet's story in
Book 3 of the series~ Violet Archer's world is crumbling down
around her. She's discovering things she never knew and there's still
more to come. Determined as she is, she's rolling with the
punches--and knocking out a few of her own. She's finding herself
in the middle of . . . well . . . quite a few things. And as deeply
tangled as she is with two very powerful men, she can't just walk
away from either. She's also carrying a heavy burden, with the
weight of two warring races on her shoulders, a prophecy to fulfill,
and an item she must procure for the god of death. And none of it
will be easy. Violet is going to have to make her way through some
very dark places . . . if there is any chance of finding the light.
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*Adult novel. Contains mature and explicit content. **Advisory
warning for those with sensitivities or triggers to issues regarding
mental health and well being.

Queen of Shadows
The third novel in the Bluford Series.

A Kiss Of Shadows
As it often did since he'd married a cop, murder interrupted more
pleasant activities. The again, Roarke supposed, the woman lying in
a pool of her own blood a few steps inside the arch in Washington
Square Park had a heftier complaint. When a night out at the theatre
is interrupted by the murder of a young woman in Washington
Square Park, it seems like an ordinary case for Detective Eve Dallas
and her team. But when Roarke spots a shadow from his past in the
crowd, Eve realises that this case is far from business as usual. Eve
has two complex cases on her hands - the shocking murder of this
wealthy young mother and tracking down the shadow before he can
strike again, this time much closer to home. Eve is well used to
being the hunter, but how will she cope when the tables are turned?
As Eve and the team follow leads to Roarke's hometown in Ireland,
the race is on to stop the shadow making his next move . . .

The Wait for Shadows
ICC Director Payton Cardina was one of the creators of Olympic
Games, otherwise known as Stuxnet, to bring down Iran's enriched
uranium facility in 2005. The ICC has now uncovered a plot by a
terrorist group to reverse engineer and repurpose it to bring down
major automated systems around the globe.Well aware of the
potential catastrophic consequences if they don't stop the attacks,
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Payton and her ace analyst, Alex Sheridan must identify the
terrorists before they strike. Once located, will Lieutenant Colonel
Mara Morrissey's team be able to take them out before it's too late.

Shadow's Due
This book examines and establishes connections between Italian
Fascism and Hindu nationalism, connections which developed
within the frame of Italy’s anti-British foreign policy. The most
remarkable contacts with the Indian political milieu were
established via Bengali nationalist circles. Diplomats and
intellectuals played an important role in establishing and cultivating
those tie-ups. Tagore’s visit to Italy in 1925 and the much more
relevant liaison between Subhas Chandra Bose and the INA were
results of the Italian propaganda and activities in India. But the most
meaningful part of this book is constituted by the connections and
influences it establishes between Fascism as an ideology and a
political system and Marathi Hindu nationalism. While examining
fascist political literature and Mussolini’s figure and role, Marathi
nationalists were deeply impressed and influenced by the political
ideology itself, the duce and fascist organisations. These
impressions moulded the RSS, a right-wing, Hindu nationalist
organisation, and Hindutva ideology, with repercussions on present
Indian politics. This is the most original and revealing part of the
book, entirely based on unpublished sources, and will prove
foundational for scholars of modern Indian history.

Shadows Rising (World of Warcraft: Shadowlands)
"DazzlingA feast. Absorbing and elegantly written, it tells of
theorigins of life on earth, describes its variety and charaacter, and
culminates in a discussion of human nature and teh complex traces
ofhumankind's evolutionary pastIt is an amazing story masterfully
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told." FINANCIAL TIMES (LONDON) World renowned scientist
Carl Sagan and acclaimed author Ann Druyan have written a
ROOTS for the human species, a lucid and riveting account of how
humans got to be the way we are. It shows with humor and drama
that many of our key traits--self-awareness, technology, family ties,
submission to authority, hatred for those a little different from
ourselves, reason, and ethics--are rooted in the deep past, and
illuminated by our kinship with other animals. Astonishing in its
scope, brilliant in its insights, and an absolutely compelling read,
SHADOWS OF FORGOTTEN ANCESTORS is a triumph of
popular science. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Shadows of Power
With a failed marriage and bitter betrayal tucked in her suitcase of
baggage, Jenna Gregor is admittedly cynical and pessimistic
concerning men and the prospect of a lasting relationship. When
Bennett Aston sweeps into her life like a sturdy gust of wind, she
jumps to defend herself at every angle from his easy confidence,
southern charm, and unnerving good looks. But in the shadows of
Jenna's past lay deep secrets. And there, a mad woman lurks in the
darkness, ready to ruin all Jenna holds dear. As life as Jenna knows
it begins to unravel, she finds herself in a tangled web of lies,
suspicion, and murder. She must look deep inside herself to find the
courage for forgiveness, trust, and self-acceptance. Only then will
she discover love, redemption, and ultimately, survival.

Shadows in Death: An Eve Dallas thriller (Book 51)
Shadows stretch across the land as the denizens of the underworld
unite under a single deadly leader and threaten to bathe the magical
kingdom of Tar Ebon in blood, dooming mankind. To answer the
threat comes Dawyn Darklance, the champion of the king and time
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bender. Along with his companions, the fierce druid Anwyn, the
fiery mage Alivia and the flamboyant minstrel Favio he must travel
across the terrified Kingdom to bring justice upon the leader of the
assassins, Lord Garik, and his allies, the mysterious veiled assassin
and arrogant mage. Along the way, Dawyn and his companions will
encounter dangerous enemies, stout allies and uncover a secret
threat that could yet doom the world. This novel, the first in a series
by a talented novelist, introduces readers to the world of Tar Ebon,
a place where magic pervades and dangerous creatures lurk in the
far reaches of the world. This book will leave you entranced by the
characters and begging for more.

Shadows in Flight
STUDENTS OF HONOR . . . The Star Kingdom of Manticore is
once again at war with the Republic of Haven after a stunning sneak
attack. The graduating class from Saganami Island, the Royal
Manticoran Navy's academy, are going straight from the classroom
to the blazing reality of all-out war. Except for the midshipmen
assigned to the heavy cruiser HMS Hexapuma, that is. They're
being assigned to the Talbott Cluster, an out of the way backwater,
far from the battle front. The most they can look forward to is the
capture of the occasional pirate cruiser and the boring duty of
supporting the Cluster's peaceful integration with the Star Kingdom
at the freely expressed will of eighty percent of the Cluster's
citizens. With a captain who may have seen too much of war and a
station commander who isn't precisely noted for his brilliant and
insightful command style, it isn't exactly what the students of Honor
Harrington, the "Salamander," expected. But things aren't as simple
¾ or tranquil ¾ as they appear. The "pirates" they encounter aren't
what they seem, and the "peaceful integration" they expected turns
into something very different. A powerful alliance of corrupt
Solarian League bureaucrats and ruthless interstellar corporations is
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determined to prevent the Cluster's annexation by the Star Kingdom
. . . by any means necessary. Pirates, terrorists, genetic slavers,
smuggled weapons, long-standing personal hatreds, and a vicious
alliance of corporate greed, bureaucratic arrogance, and a corrupt
local star nation with a powerful fleet, are all coming together, and
only Hexapuma, her war-weary captain, and Honor Harrington's
students stand in the path. They have only one thing to support and
guide them: the tradition of Saganami. The tradition that sometimes
a Queen's officer's duty is to face impossible odds . . . and die
fighting. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management).

Shadow's Kiss
Important elements of games, movies, and other computergenerated content, shadows are crucial for enhancing realism and
providing important visual cues. In recent years, there have been
notable improvements in visual quality and speed, making highquality realistic real-time shadows a reachable goal. Real-Time
Shadows is a comprehensive guide to the theory and practice of realtime shadow techniques. It covers a large variety of different
effects, including hard, soft, volumetric, and semi-transparent
shadows. The book explains the basics as well as many advanced
aspects related to the domain of shadow computation. It presents
interactive solutions and practical details on shadow computation.
The authors compare various algorithms for creating real-time
shadows and illustrate how they are used in different situations.
They explore the limitations and failure cases, advantages and
disadvantages, and suitability of the algorithms in several
applications. Source code, videos, tutorials, and more are available
on the book’s website www.realtimeshadows.com.

The Shadow King
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After the Director of the CIA is captured by an old nemesis,
Nikolay Dmitriev, long thought dead, Thomas and his family are
left with no other choice than to flee the safety of their new home.
However, to complicate their situation even further, a gamechanging video is released that depicts Thomas and Gavin
miraculously rescuing Sam and Bill from their captors in
Afghanistan. As people of the world begin to demand answers the
President of the United States outs Thomas' identity, immediately
putting the family's lives at risk. With nowhere left to hide the
family realizes that it's only a matter of time before they'll be hunted
down and caught, to be locked away and experimented on. Thomas,
continually regretful of the danger he's placed his entire family in
throughout the years, takes a stand and demonstrates his abilities to
the world. But will that be enough to save them? Only time will
tellin Shadows of the Children.

The Shadow Of What Was Lost
Incest, rape, betrayal, kidnapping - the darkest shadows that fall
upon man; shadows that break apart families and destroy lives. The
McDeal's are one of the nicest families in the neighborhood. Until
her death, Gracie McDeal, spends her days caring for her son,
Carter, and her granddaughter, Jocelyn. Carter, a bus driver in
Miami, observes life and is content as long as is mother and
daughter are happy. And, Jocelyn, a typical teenager, takes her
comfortable life for granted and trusts that her family will always be
there for her. Thanksgiving Day, 1974, changes everything when
Gracie dies of a ruptured aneurysm. Now father and daughter must
learn to depend on each other and adjust to caring for themselves.
Just when things seem to be returning to normal, Carter is arrested
for kidnapping the teenager he has called his daughter for 17 years.
The lie created by his mother about Jocelyn's heritage has finally
caught up with him. Jocelyn McDeal's senior year in high school
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was supposed to be fun, but her beloved grandmother has just
passed away, the birth certificate she needs to complete her college
applications can't be found, and no one can verify her identity. Who
is she? Where does she come from? Where does she belong? And,
why was she lied to all these years? As the evidence mounts against
her father and people begin to doubt his innocence, Jocelyn turns
her back on him. Choices made years ago entangle several families
and threaten to engulf them: a man may go to prison, a marriage
may be destroyed, and the future of two young lovers may be cast
forever in the shadows. Was Jocelyn kidnapped as a baby? Can
Carter undo the lie? Will the one person who knows the truth
emerge from the shadows? Family Shadows, a debut novel by
Jeanne Moon Farmer, reminds us that family is not always
biological, mistakes can be forgiven, the threads that bind us to
other human beings are often stronger than we think, and there is
significance in the life-dramas that teach us who we are.

The Fall
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken to become the
protegâe of the mysterious Darkling, who trains her to join the
magical elite in the belief that she is the Sun Summoner, who can
destroy the monsters of the Fold.

Ghosts of the Shadow Market
Shadows of Power examines public policy and in particular, the
communicative processes of policy and decision-making. It explore
the important who, how and why issues of policy decisions. Who
really takes the decisions? How are they arrived at and why were
such processes used? What relations of power may be revealed
between the various participants? Using stories from planning
practices, this book shows that local planning decisions, particularly
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those which involve consideration of issues of 'public space' cannot
be understood separately from the socially constructed, subjective
territorial identities, meanings and values of the local people and the
planners concerned. Nor can it be fully represented as a linear
planning process concentrating on traditional planning policymaking and decision-making ideas of survey analysis-plan or
officer recommendation-council decision-implementation. Such
notions assume that policy-and decision-making proceed in a
relatively technocratic and value neutral, unidirectional, step-wise
process towards a finite end point. In this book Jean Hiller explores
ways in which different values and mind-sets may affect planning
outcomes and relate to systemic power structures. By unpacking
these and bring them together as influences on participants'
communication, she reveals influences at work in decision-making
processes that were previously invisible. If planning theory is to be
of real use to practitioners, it needs to address practice as it is
actually encountered in the worlds of planning officers and elected
representatives. Hillier shed light on the shadows so that
practitioners may be better able to understand the circumstances in
which they find themselves and act more effectively in what is in
reality a messy, highly politicised decision-making process.

Star Wars: Queen's Shadow
Meet the Chicago crime family that has built its empire in the
shadows . . . Billionaire playboy Ricco Ferraro knows no other life.
Being a shadow rider is in his blood - but so is a haunting
desperation stemming from the secrets of his dark past. His
recklessness not only puts his life at risk, but the future of his entire
family. To save them all, he must find a woman who can meet his
every desire with a heat all her own . . . Just when Ricco has given
up hope, he meets her - a mysterious woman whose shadow
connects with his. She's someone looking for a safe haven from the
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danger that has stalked her over the last several months. In Ricco's
embrace, she finds one. But the darkness in which they so often find
sanctuary can also consume them . . . Find out why readers are
OBSESSED with the Shadow Series 'Dark, gritty, edgy, magical . . .
will hold you spellbound' Fresh Fiction 'Exciting, nerve-wracking,
suspenseful . . . a true page-turner' Long and Short 'Dark and
sensual . . . tore my heart apart and pieced it back together again'
Harlequin Book Junkie 'The family that Feehan introduces to us is
freakin' AWESOME! I loved each and every sibling' Addicted to
Romance 'An exciting, action-packed romantic ride' Goodreads
reviewer

Shadow's Touch
Barcelona 1945: young Daniel Sempere is taken to a fabulous secret
library called the Cemetery of Forgotten Books where he is told he
must 'adopt' a single book, promising to care for it always.
Entranced by his chosen book, The Shadow of the Wind, Daniel
begins a quest to find the truth about the life and death of its
mysterious author.

The Shadow of Saganami
When a mysterious and ancient book called the Gospel of Shadows
is stolen from a secret sect dedicated to the destruction of vampires,
vampire private detective Peter Octavian is drawn into a desperate
search for the missing book.

The Shadow of the Wind
A #1 New York Times bestseller! From #1 New York Times and
USA TODAY bestseller Cassandra Clare comes an exciting short
story collection that follows Jem Carstairs as he travels through the
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many Shadow Markets around the world. Ghosts of the Shadow
Market is set in the world of the Shadowhunters. The Shadow
Market is a meeting point for faeries, werewolves, warlocks, and
vampires. There, the Downworlders buy and sell magical objects,
make dark bargains, and whisper secrets they do not want the
Shadowhunters to know. Through two centuries, however, there has
been a frequent visitor to the Shadow Market from the very heart of
the Shadowhunters’ world. Jem Carstairs is searching through the
Shadow Market, in many different cities over long years, for a relic
from his past. Follow Jem and see—against the backdrop of the
Shadow Market’s dark dealings and spectacle—Anna Lightwood’s
doomed romance, Matthew Fairchild’s great sin, and Tessa Gray as
she is plunged into a world war. Valentine Morgenstern buys a soul
at the Market and a young Jace Wayland’s soul finds safe harbor.
In the Market is hidden a lost heir and a beloved ghost, and no one
can save you once you have traded away your heart. Not even Jem.

Lord of Shadows
She is his only chance for happiness. He is her only chance for
survival. They must overcome their differences if there is to be a
future for either. Violet Archer wakes in a strange cabin amidst a
violent storm only to have her host, tall and powerful Elijah Stone,
make an attempt on her life. Yet a cataclysmic bond, neither can
deny, stays Elijah's hand. Although Violet escapes certain death,
there is just one problem: she cannot recall any memories prior to
waking at Elijah's cabin. Radiants, immortals of the light, have been
warring with their enemies, the Shadows, for eons. Now Violet and
Elijah must work together to not only restore Violet but, indeed, to
save the entire Radiant race. All the while a dark and malevolent
being is hunting them- the Shadow Prince himself.

The Shadows Between Us
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Shadow and Bone
Emma is torn between her passion for Julian and her need to protect
him from the consequences of a forbidden romantic partnership, a
situation challenged by her relationship with Mark and his efforts to
regain his Shadowhunter capabilities.

Bound by Shadows
How the perception of shadows, studied by vision scientists and
visual artists, reveals the inner workings of the visual system. In
The Visual World of Shadows, Roberto Casati and Patrick
Cavanagh examine how the perception of shadows, as studied by
vision scientists and visual artists, reveals the inner workings of the
visual system. Shadows are at once a massive problem for
vision—which must distinguish them from objects or material
features of objects—and a resource, signaling the presence, location,
shape, and size of objects. Casati and Cavanagh draw up an
inventory of information retrievable from shadows, showing their
amazing variety. They present an overview of the visual system,
distinguishing between measurement and inference. They discuss
the shadow mission, the work done by the visual brain to parse, and
perhaps discard, the information from shadows; shadow ownership,
the association of a shadow with the object that casts it; shadow
labeling, the visual system's ability to tell shadows from
nonshadows; and the shadow concept, our knowledge about
shadows as a category. Casati and Cavanagh then apply the
theoretical apparatus they have developed for shadows to other
phenomena: illumination, reflection, and transparency. Finally, they
examine the art of the shadow, paying tribute to artists' exploration
of shadow, analyzing a series of artworks (reproduced in color)
from a rich and fascinating art historical corpus.
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Shadows Deceive
They say not to jump at shadows. That's all well and good, but what
if you are being hunted by one?Trying to escape her past, Ari is
working to atone for her actions and have a normal human life. The
only problem with that? She isn't human. Unlike most werewolves,
she avoids as much contact with the supernatural world as possible,
building a life for herself in the human world. Until one day her past
catches up with her, and she is forced to immerse herself in the
supernatural world. Offered protection from the local wolf pack, she
is forced to accept it, but nothing in the supernatural world comes
for free. For highly independent lone wolf Ari, this is her worst
nightmare, especially as several Alpha males start vying for her
affections. Ari will have to decide whether her independence is
more important to her than her life.*Please note this is an 18+
reverse harem novel and may include triggers for some readers*

Hunted by Shadows
f I could have put off meeting Thompson’s family forever, I would
have. But he made it crystal clear it was important to him, and I got
the feeling if I blew it off again, I’d lose him. So, like a good
boyfriend, I accompanied him to the rustic city of Big Bear, hoping
for the best. I expected awkward moments, and funny looks from
his family. What I didn’t see coming was having to hang out with
his perfect ex-lover, Alexander, and for dead bodies to start piling
up. Working and living together, Thompson and I formed a bond I
didn’t think could be broken. But when he starts doubting my
abilities, and pulling away, simply because he doesn’t like what
I’m saying, I start to realize maybe we were never as tight as I’d
thought. Thompson needs to decide if he wants to protect the past,
more than he wants to join me in the future. He thinks I’m just
scared of commitment, and so I’m causing trouble. But the reality
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is, Thompson is the person with one foot out the door. This 50,000+
MM romance Mystery is the THIRD book in my Psychic Detective
Mysteries Series. You will want to read book one Shadow's Edge
and book two Shadow's Return first for optimal enjoyment.

Shadows and Shade
An all-new official prequel novel to Shadowlands, the next
expansion for Blizzard Entertainment's legendary online game
World of Warcraft "The Horde is nothing!" With those infamous
words, Sylvanas Windrunner betrayed and abandoned the Horde
she vowed to serve. The Dark Lady and her forces now work in the
shadows as both the Horde and Alliance, including her own sister,
Alleria, race to uncover her next move. Struggling to shoulder the
crushing weight of leadership, King Anduin entrusts the void elf
and High Exarch Turalyon to uncover Sylvanas's whereabouts. The
Horde now stands at a crossroads. The various factions form a
council, leaving the mantle of warchief to rest. Thrall, Lor'themar
Theron, Baine Bloodhoof, First Arcanist Thalyssra, and many other
familiar faces rise to this new challenge. But the threats are
numerous, and the distrust runs too deep. When the council is
derailed by a failed assassination attempt on Talanji--the Zandalari
queen and a key ally--Thrall and the rest of the Horde leaders are
forced into action. They empower the young troll shaman Zekhan,
still grieving the loss of Varok Saurfang, with a critical mission to
aid Talanji and help uncover the rising threat against her.
Meanwhile, Nathanos Blightcaller and Sira Moonwarden have been
tasked by the Dark Lady with a terrifying gambit: to kill the troll loa
of death himself, Bwonsamdi. As Zekhan and Talanji work to save
Bwonsamdi, their journey will be a key turning point in bolstering
the Horde against the coming darkness and finding themselves
along the way. Failure to save their allies and the trickster god will
surely doom them--but through success, they may rediscover what
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makes the Horde strong.

Blood and Shadows
Ender's Shadow explores the stars in this all-new novel At the end
of Shadow of the Giant, Bean flees to the stars with three of his
children--the three who share the engineered genes that gave him
both hyper-intelligence and a short, cruel physical life. The time
dilation granted by the speed of their travel gives Earth's scientists
generations to seek a cure, to no avail. In time, they are forgotten--a
fading ansible signal speaking of events lost to Earth's history. But
the Delphikis are about to make a discovery that will let them save
themselves, and perhaps all of humanity in days to come. For there
in space before them lies a derelict Formic colony ship. Aboard it,
they will find both death and wonders--the life support that is
failing on their own ship, room to grow, and labs in which to
explore their own genetic anomaly and the mysterious disease that
killed the ship's colony. Shadows in Flight is the fifth novel in
Orson Scott Card's Shadow Series. THE ENDER UNIVERSE
Ender series Ender’s Game / Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide /
Children of the Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet
Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon
/ Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight The
First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth
Afire / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron
Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender novellas A War of Gifts /
First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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